
Present Perfect Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

They ______________________ in the conformation of the streets.1.
(preserve)

have been preserved

Several theories _______________________ by ethnologists.2. (propound)have been propounded

It is of khaki because this _________________ to be the best wearing
fabric and color.
3.

(find)
has been found

The threatening propositions therefore, founded in the address, are
abandoned one by one, and the cry begins now to be, that we
___________________ together to do nothing.

4.

(call)have been called

But it _____________________ by a revived animation, and a
determination to meet the occurrence with increased efforts; and I have so
much confidence in the vigorous minds and bodies of our countrymen, as to
be fearless as to the final issue.

5.

(succeed)

has been succeeded

Literal translations _____________________, excepting a few instances
where preference is shown for a clearer or more comprehensive English title.
6.

(follow)

have been followed

Paper ________________ from the silky down of the seeds.7. (make)has been made

And I _________________________________ here.8. (allure/and/attract)'ve been allured and attracted

But the disappearance of Diego _________________________.9.
(not/explain)

has not been explained

On this point they ___________________________.10. (misapprehend)have been misapprehended

This view was held more or less distinctly, sometimes combined with the
notion of recurrent cycles of change, in ancient times; and its influence
________________ down to the present day.

11.

(feel)has been felt

All that we want to show is, that where many species of a genus
___________________, on an average many are still forming; and this holds
good.

12.

(form)
have been formed
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The essential principles of our claim _______________________ again
and again.
13.

(reiterate)
have been reiterated

My right eye laughs because I am glad to have a son like you; my left eye
weeps because a precious treasure __________________ from me.
14.

(steal)has been stolen

Thus, for instance, attention _________________ to the fact that a girl's
physical weakness renders her incapable of attempting violent assaults upon
the person, and this would suffice to explain why it is that girls so rarely
commit such crimes.

15.

(draw)

has been drawn

It ______________________ and has had a wide vogue in every
language of modern Europe.
16.

(translate)
has been translated

A murder so mysterious, and so perplexing in all its particulars, was never
before committed in Paris-if indeed a murder _____________________ at all.
17.

(commit)
has been committed

No part of his political conduct _____________________, which would
inspire doubts of the sincerity of these declarations.
18.

(perceive)
has been perceived

In the pillar which forms the pedestal there is a bronze door, and the
precious Columbus documents ___________________ there.
19.

(place)have been placed

Coal and other minerals __________________________.20. (not/husband)have not been husbanded
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